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The Association of Texas Professional Educators (ATPE) appreciates this opportunity to provide 
neutral written testimony on House Bill (HB) 4545 by Chairman Harold Dutton.  

Among other things, HB 4545 would decouple student grade promotion requirements from state-
mandated assessments and instead focus efforts on remediating student performance on these 
assessments using “accelerated learning committees.” In addition, HB 4545 would create an 
accelerated learning and sustainment outcomes bonus tied to the successful acceleration of students 
as determined by performance on state assessments. The bill would also allow the Commissioner of 
Education to purchase instruction-related materials and enter contracts for instructional items on 
behalf of districts, as well as create a “Strong Foundations Grant Program” for campuses serving PK-
5 students.  

ATPE supports efforts to separate grade promotion from student performance on state standardized 
assessments. Tying a serious, high-stakes consequence such as moving to the next grade level to a 
student’s performance on a standardized test is a flawed way of incentivizing improved student 
performance. HB 4545’s emphasis on the accelerated learning committee as a remedial effort aligns 
with ATPE’s position that testing should be used to direct resources to districts, campuses, and 
students who need assistance. However, the bill requires that accelerated instruction programs allow 
parents to choose their child’s teacher for the next grade, which is not a realistic mechanism for 
improving student performance. Additionally, while the accelerated learning and sustainment 
outcomes bonus would theoretically send more funds to schools, the bonus may have a greater 
impact if focused only on educationally disadvantaged students. 

The “Strong Foundations Grant Program” included in HB 4545 is an effort to support the education of 
elementary-aged students, which is paramount to their future academic success in middle and high 
school. The program, however, is essentially a blank slate for the appointed Commissioner of 
Education to draw whatever program he desires. Similarly, the bill allows the commissioner to 
purchase instructional materials and enter contracts on behalf of districts to purchase “any item” for 
instruction. The growing, unfettered power of the commissioner to create and influence educational 
programs using taxpayer dollars without voter approval or any electoral consequence is a concern for 
ATPE. 

We appreciate the opportunity to provide this input on HB 4545 and look forward to working with the 
committee on improving student outcomes. For additional information, contact ATPE Governmental 
Relations at (800) 777-2873 or government@atpe.org. 
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